
 

 

    

                                                                                                                              

                                                     

                                                                                 1940’s Ripon 42 Ambidextrous Glove 

Here is your opportunity to purchase a well maintained, unusual glove produced in the 1940's by the Ripon Co. in 
Wisconsin.  The leather is very supple and the stampings retain a trace amount of their original silver.  The only 
marring defect is the initials on the back wrist strap.  This model would make a fine addition to any collection…..$895 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                    

                                                          

                                                                                 

1950’s Jackie Robinson JC Higgins 1617 Glove 

Extraordinarily rare 1950’s glove, one of just three U.S.-manufactured Jackie Robinson gloves ever found, possibly 
manufactured as a prototype.  It combines the popular JC Higgins brand with pro-stock Wilson features, including top-
grade tanned steer hide leather with "Streamline Kurv-Form Fingers" patent stamping on the outer finger.  (Robinson 
actually used a Wilson model).  The condition of this glove is outstanding with beautiful, supple leather, outstanding 
lining, and easily legible stampings on the heel, pinky and palm.  Robinson's signature endorsement appears in the 
palm, very sharp and easily read.  One hundred percent of the silver remains.  The lacing appears original.  Great 
lining.  Minor restoration, to the piping.  A spectacular example of this ultra-rare Jackie Robinson glove……....$2,500 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                           

                                                                                 

1930’s Bill Doak Rawlings Model J Glove 

This is the elusive Model J, one of the more difficult models.  
The leather is fantastic inside and out.  It’s supple.  It has both 
the white Bill Doak tag as well as the red Rawlings tag, which 
shows some wear but is all there.  It has a Rawlings incised 
button.  The stampings are pretty light but readable. It feels 
great on the hand………………………..……………….…$450 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                           

                                                                                 

1910’s A.J. Reach King Patent 1” Web Glove 

Reach 1” web King Patent.  Exterior is solid with nice patina.  Lining is shot……………………………………….$60 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                             

                                                                                 

c. 1924-28 Thos. E. Wilson 663 Cub Model Youth Full Web Glove 

This is an early Thomas E. Wilson 663 Cub model.  The logo is readable and the stampings still have a lot of silver 
left.  The cloth piping is pretty nice.  It has an asbestos or felt lining that goes all the way to the top of the fingers.  
This one also has a hang tag from the Edgar L. Klipple Sporting and Athletic Goods Company (Klipples) from 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.  Hang tags are extremely tough on early gloves………...……………………………$115 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

       

                                                                                                                               
c. 1957 Nelson Fox Wilson A2900 Personal Model Glove 

Top of the line glove.  Thick rolled leather binding.  No ink.  Feels great on your hand.  Little wear.  Has been re-
laced…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$80 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                     

                                                                                 

1924 Wright & Ditson – Victor Model FL Glove 

Pristine condition, quality leather, smooth inside and 
out, rolled leather piping, nice WDV tag.  "Victor" is 
there on top of tag under the stitching.  The glove 
measures a large 10” x 9 ½”.  No owner’s ink or 
tears……………………………………………...$650 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                        

                                                                                 1910’s-20’s Goldsmith 4 Youth Full Web Glove 

Beautiful chocolate brown buckskin highlights this youth model.  It has a lot of the silver left in the Goldsmith logo.  
The asbestos or felt lined glove goes all the way up the fingers.  It is not half lined.  The cloth piping is in fantastic 
shape.  Nothing wrong with this little outseam model……………………………………………...………………..$125 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                 
1900’s Crescent Catchers Mitt 

Early turn of the century crescent pad catchers mitt.  Fantastic condition.  Smooth inner liner.  No manufacturer 
markings that I can see.  Nice adult size.  Has an adjustment on the side for the user to adjust the padding.  Really cool 
early mitt……………………………………………………………………………………………………..$1,000 OBO 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                

                                                                                                                          

1910’s Alex Taylor YMCA 15 Full Web Glove 

Gorgeous glove.  Fully leather lined with no issues. Large 9.5 x 9.5 inches.  YMCA stamps on back of thumb and 
bottom of palm front designates it was shipped and used by US troops during WW1 in France as a means of morale. 
“15” stamp on full web to designate 1915.  You won’t find a nicer Alex Taylor glove.  An absolutely outstanding 
centerpiece glove……………………………………………………………………………………………………..$925 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                           

                                                                                 

c. 1920’s Klipples Youth Full Web Glove 

This is an early youth full web sold by Klipples.  The hang tag says Edgar L. Klipple Sporting and Athletic Goods 
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.  A little research of Edgar Lyons Klipple states “he was the head of the oldest 
establishment in Wilkes-Barre which has been operated under the same name for such a period.”  Hang tags are 
extremely tough and desirable on early gloves………………………………….……...……………………………$115 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                            

1924 Stanley Coveleski Goldsmith TB Glove 

There are fewer examples of HOF’er Coveleski gloves than for 
just about any other significant glove, including J. Robinson, 
zippered Gehrig, workman’s gloves, Cobb, Duck, even 
fingerless.  There are just two reported Coveleski gloves, and 
this is one of them.  Professionally repaired many, many years 
ago, this glove has finger-webbing, ribbing, and palm repairs, 
with very strong markings, especially for name recognition.  
The front of glove looks great, with only the back showing 
repairs.  Pictures tell the story.  Odds are you won’t see 
another……………………………………...……………$6,200 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                                                                                                                                          

                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              1990’s Wilson A2095 Professional Series Glove 

Blue Wilson Model A2095, shows minimal wear.  Dodgertown 97 printed on pinkie and Hinck on back strap.  Made 
in Korea.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…$45 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                  

                                                                         
1910’s Ty Cobb Stall & Dean Glove 

Very rare and hard to find black leather Stall & Dean Ty Cobb fielder's glove.  Cobb signature is visible and features a 
full web.  Stall & Dean patch is there.  Leather is soft and pliable.  Some tiny pin holes on the front and the liner has 
some chaffing and roughness.  Still a rare glove of one of the most desirable hall of famers………………..……$4,750 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                           

                                                                                 c. 1931 Ken Wel 500 Youth Sewn Web Glove 

Nice Ken Wel youth full web with a great Ken Wel tag and button.  The cloth piping is just about perfect and the 
asbestos or felt lining goes all the way up to the top of the fingers.  Nice little glove………………………………$115 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                           

                                                                                 
c. Late 1920’s Ken Wel 500 Youth Sewn Web Glove 

Nice Ken Wel youth full web with a great Ken Wel tag and green tarnished button.  The cloth piping is just about 
perfect and the asbestos or felt lining goes all the way up to the top of the fingers.  Nice little glove.  The logo is 
earlier on this one than the other but the leather is more of a softer, smoother and inferior leather than the other 
one……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$115 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                   

                                                           

                                                                                 

1920’s/30’s Playdays Boys Favorite 1” Web Glove 

This is a little youth buckskin glove measuring 7 ¾” tall.  It has just about all the silver remaining in the 
stampings…………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$65 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                        

                                                                                 
1960’s Mickey Mantle Rawlings TGF7 Glove 

Interesting less common Mantle model.  It’s a USA model with a FastBack.  It’s not a particularly big glove but it’s in 
nice used condition with no flaws to speak of.  You just never see this model.  It’s for the Mantle variation 
collector……………………...……………………………………………………………………………………….$125 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                             

                                                                                                           

                                                                         

1900’s Victor Crescent Pad Fielders Glove 

Well-used rare example of the Victor crescent buckle web.  Buckle web in excellent condition; however, the glove has 
several period repairs to include repaired tear from fingers to wrist on palm, several seam tears, and period 
replacement wrist strap…………………………………………………………………………………………...….$700 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                   

                                                           

                                                                                 

1910’s/20’s Spalding 1” Web Glove 

The catalogs list this as wine tanned.  Collectors call it red or oxblood.  In any regard, it’s a neat and seldom-seen 
color on a 1” web.  The exterior leather is smooth and supple, which explains the light stampings.  The logo is light 
but the patent dates are bolder.  It has a Spalding tag, a Spalding button, leather piping and the lining feels fantastic 
on the hand…………….….………………………………………………………………………………………..$400 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                           

                                                                                 

1920’s/30’s Youth Mitt 

Canvas back child’s mitt.  Suede palm has one small hole.  Writing on back……………………………………….$20 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1950’s Phil Rizzuto Montgomery Ward 4230 Glove 

Beautiful nr-mt condition Rizzuto model.  This is about as soft as it gets.  Lining is perfectly soft and smooth.  Great 
burgundy or oxblood cover.  Gorgeous glove……....……………………………………………………………...….$85 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                             

1900’s Wright & Ditson Crescent Pad Basemitt 

W&D crescent pad, buckle back 1B.  No sign of a web.  Very thick mitt with very good leather inside and out.  A bit 
stiff……………………………………………………..………………………………………………………….....$225 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

            

                                                                                 

1968 Wilson A2001 Glove 

Rare 1968 Wilson A2001.  It is either game or display 
ready…………………………………………………….....$215 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                          

                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
1930-32 Lou Gehrig Ken Wel 632 Zipper Back Basemitt 

Ken Wel Model 632, Lou Gehrig zipper back.  Solid inside and out…………………………………………...…$5,500 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                           

                                                                         

1920’s Winchester Special 8216 1” Web Glove 

Great hard to find manufacturer with soft leather…….………………………………………………………..…….$135 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1958 Mickey Mantle Rawlings MM5 Glove 

Nice Mantle Autograph Model, the Comet.  This one debuted in 1958 with the black tag.  It’s in nice condition with a 
nice lining.  There are no rips, tears, holes or ink.  Solid glove..………………………………………………….…$125 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                            

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1940’s Bob Feller JC Higgins 1619 Glove 

This is a beast of a glove.  It’s huge and probably one of the largest Feller models.  All the stampings are pretty bold 
and you can read them all.  It’s in nice used condition and will clean nicely.  Feels great on the hand……………....$95 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                  

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1950’s Gil Hodges Denkert ST7 Basemitt 

Great condition with nice stampings and nice lining.  Solid mitt of this Brooklyn Dodger Hall of 
Famer…………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………….$65 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1955-59 Harvey Haddix Rawlings HH The Kitten Glove 

The model glove that made “The Catch”.  Willie Mays used 
this model glove to make his famous catch in the 1954 
World Series in Game 1 at the Polo Grounds.  Well-worn 
all around, but great example of a very famous 
model.……………………...…………............................$50 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

1910’s A.J. Reach Full Web Glove 

Solid Reach left-handed full web fielders glove.  Two tone leather with a great Reach patch.  There is a hole up inside 
the middle finger stall – glove shows real well………………………………………………………………………$200 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                

                                                                                 1960’s Mickey Mantle Bapco 111 OF Glove 

Interesting and less common Mantle model.  It’s got a ton of silver left in the stampings.  It’s a midline three finger 
model in great condition.  This is another tough model for the Mantle collector…...……………………………….$125 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                  

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1956 Richie Ashburn MacGregor GB29 Glove 

Great condition with nice stampings and nice lining.  Feels great on hand.  Name in ink on the underside of the strap 
but not visible otherwise...……………………...……………………………………………………………………..$75 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                        

                                                                                 

1920’s Reach 4G Youth 1” Web Glove 

Outstanding condition Reach 4G model.  This little glove has great stampings and you can still read all of the March 
10th 1908 patent date information.  The cloth piping is fraying a bit at the heel but that’s it.  The Reach incised button 
is fantastic as well as the lining.…………………………………………..……………………………………….…$115 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                  

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1940’s Reach 265 Professional Glove 

Nice big top of the line professional quality glove.  Nice playable condition that feels great on the hand.  There’s a 
little piping wear on the far edge to the left of the button.  Tommy Henrich autographed this one on the pinky…...$100 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                     
1910’s A.J. Reach Basemitt 

Reach buckle back, grommet web basemitt.  Very nice leather inside and out……………………..……...………....$75 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                         

1920’s/30’s Goldsmith 3 Finger Glove 

Great example of a famous late 20s/30s style through the evolution of the baseball glove.  Has excellent liner and 
piping replacement making for a wonderful display piece…………………………………………….…………….$300 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                  

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1950’s Ted Williams Cambridge TW4 Glove 

Fantastic nr-mt condition Ted Williams Block letter Cambridge model.  Cambridge was a Montgomery Ward label but 
this one might predate that and has Stall & Dean stampings.  This one retains most of its original silver in the 
stampings.  The lining is extremely butter soft and feels like calfskin.  This is a good-sized, big three finger…...….$95 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                        

                                                                                 
1920’s McKinnon 108 Champion Youth 1” Web Glove 

This little one is just about perfect.  There are no flaws.  Butter soft lining goes all the way up to the top………....$115 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                         
1910’s Spalding King Patent Glove 

Fully leather lined with no rips or tears but liner is a bit scratchy in parts.  Huge glove measuring 10 inches tall by 9 
inches wide.  Red Spalding tag is worn……………………………………………………………………………...$395 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 1953 Phil Cavaretta Wilson A2924 Glove 

Professional model A2924 glove.  This one is fantastic!  It shows no wear and the lining is amazing.  Super high-
quality model that just needs a very light cleaning.…………...………………………………………………….….$100 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                       

                                                                         1920’s Walter Johnson Goldsmith Model G 1” Web Glove 

Nice tan Goldsmith Walter Johnson baseball glove.  Nice glove with a great patch.  Glove features a one inch web and 
great Goldsmith button.  Hard to find glove……………...………………………………………………………..$1,400 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                

                                                                                 
1960’s Mickey Mantle 118 Glove 

Interesting less common Mantle model.  It’s got Deep Scoop Pocket stampings and is indicative of Stall & Dean.  It’s 
about mint condition with no flaws and all the silver stampings.  It never caught a ball as the lining is perfect.  This is 
another tough model for the Mantle collector…………….………………………………………………………….$125 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                         
1920’s Rawlings W 1” Web Glove 

Great leather and example of a 1920’s Rawlings fielders glove.  Liner is worn but intact, great patch……………..$150 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 
1950’s Bob Feller JC Higgins 1633 Glove 

Super nice Feller model.  Supple leather, silver stamping, nice piping and lining and great tag highlight this one….$75 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                             

Early 1900’s Spalding Crescent Basemitt 

Solid crescent pad with a poor conditioned label.  Buckle back strap is in excellent shape – firmly attached……...$350 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                        

                                                                                 1920’s Goldsmith Youth 1” Web Glove 

This is a nice little glove with some silver left in the stampings.  The cloth piping is just about perfect.  The oil cloth 
lining has some checking …………………………………………………………………………………………....$100 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                    

                                                                                                           

                                                                         

1940’s Hutch 56 U.S. Military Glove 

Great Hutch Model 56 WWII produced glove to lift troop morale.  Perhaps was a bring back from overseas and given 
to a son or daughter who wrote their name.  The truth is lost to the ages.  Great tag and character, soft leather.  Hard to 
find war era stamped glove…………………………………………………………………………………………....$85 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1951 Joe DiMaggio Reach 233 75th Anniversary Glove 

Supple exterior leather on this midline model.  The lining feels nice with no holes.  The plastic piping is cracked in 
places………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$150 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                         
1930-34 Ford/Critz Goldsmith KB Double Play Glove 

Great example of a unique double featured endorsement of the great Ford-Critz combo.  Was a top-of-the-line model 
back in the 30’s.  Well-worn but still soft leather……………………………………………………………….….. $200 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

1910’s Spalding World Series Model King Patent Glove 

Great stampings on the front of the glove.  Not sure if leather closure on the King Patent is original but it sure looks 
good.  Fantastic patch and Spalding button.  Glove lining is in very nice condition – no holes…………………….$375 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                         
1910’s Stall & Dean Full Web Fielders Glove 

Well-worn glove but with great intact patch…………………………………………………………………………$200 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

1920’s Goldsmith Catchers Mitt 

Nr-Mt black leather catchers mitt circa 1920’s.  Glove has a perfect Goldsmith patch and a firmly attached back strap.  
There is a very light stamping on the front of the glove……………………………………………………………..$375 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                 

1910’s Johnny Evers Full Web Glove 

Unknown Brand John J. Evers full web glove.  Soft glove that’s pretty large for a full web with long fingers.  Feels 
good on hand and overall good condition.  Endorsement is light at top of pocket………………………..…..$950 OBO 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                 

Mid 1920’s Al Reach A.J. Reach Grommet Web Glove 

Fully leather lined.  Liner has no tears or rips.  Finger 
stalls cleared.  Large glove.  High grade leather.  Recent 
barn find………………………………………….....$160 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                           

                                                                                 
1940’s Vince DiMaggio Hutch Glove 

Hutch Vince DiMaggio Junior model.  Very good exterior and piping.  Lining is rough at the heel………………....$35 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

     

                                    

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 

1954-55 Stan Musial Rawlings PMM Glove 

This is a great Playmaker 3 model.  Although Rawlings made PMM’s from 1953-59, this is the ’54-55 model.  It’s in 
great condition and will shine right up.  It has no real flaws of note.  Nice glove……………………………..……...$75 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                 

1920’s Rawlings Laced Web Glove 

Rawlings 1922 patented style glove.  Made by Rawlings but unknown distributor/retail seller.  Large model.  Fully 
leather lined with no liner issues…………………………………………………………………………………..…$125 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                          

1910’s Spalding Full Web Glove 

Fully leather lined with no rips or holes.  Finger stalls cleared.  Lining has surface wear.  Soft and supple glove.  Large 
adult model…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$160 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                            

                                                                         1930’s Spalding Rainey Trap Web 

Nice Spalding Rainey Web style fielders glove.  Cool looking glove with unique web design.  Spalding button but 
missing the Spalding label…………………………………………………………………………………………...$250 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                               

                                                     

                                                                                 1970-72 Reggie Jackson Rawlings XPG10 Personal Model Glove 

Unique vintage Rawlings model XPG10 Reggie Jackson baseball glove issued 1970-72 and autographed for me in 
black Ball point at a card show by Mr. Jackson 11/26/94.  JSA certified early this year.  Glove is broken in but soft; all 
laces original; sharp signature without fading.  Note this glove is a top of the line USA model, correct hand for 
Reggie, and is the first year (1970) he was a Rawlings endorser……………………………………………………$260  

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                           

                                                                                 

1900’s Crescent Pad Glove 

Adult full web glove measuring 9 ¼“ tall and about 9” wide.  It has been masterfully relined and repiped by The 
Glove Doctor.  It’s sturdy and feels great on the hand.  There are a couple of cuts or slits on the pinky side and you 
can tell the strap was repaired when looking on the backside of the strap.  Nice work and nice glove now..…….$450 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                 
1930’s Gabby Hartnett Spalding Catchers Mitt 

Real nice and Unique Spalding Gabby Hartnett Catchers mitt.  Fantastic condition with unique vent holes in back and 
intricate buckleback adjustment.  Smooth inside liner and red Spalding label top this one off……………………..$300 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                    

                                                                                                           

                                                                         
Late 1940’s Bob Feller JC Higgins 1621 Glove 

1941 Liberty Magazine Bob Feller Cover – Soft leather and great shape with excellent markings……………..……$85 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

c. 1908-10 Spalding 0 Interstate Catchers Mitt 

Near mint Spalding Interstate catchers mitt with stunning labeling of manufacturer 
and patent dates.  Perfect Spalding patch and firmly attached back strap.  Glove 
shows almost no use…………………………………………………………..,..$475 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                  

                                                                                 
1959 Willie “Puddin Head” Jones Rawlings PM8 Glove 

Rawlings PM8 Puddin Head Jones glove from 1959.  Mint and soft with great markings………………………….$210 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                           

                                                                                 

1910’s/20’s Pillow Catchers Mitt 

Fun midline mitt that feels nice on the hand.  It’s feels like a pillow.  The lining is smooth but the exterior leather is 
super checkered on the front.  It’s all sturdy and in-tact with no rips, tears or ink……………………….…………$25 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                     

                                                                                 1940’s Leo Durocher MacGregor Goldsmith RL Glove 

MacGregor Goldsmith Model RL Leo Durocher glove.  Very large glove that is soft and supple inside and out.  Nice 
label and button………………………………………………………………………………………………………$105 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                  

                                                                                                                                                     

1955 Gene Woodling Rawlings PM1 Glove in Box 

Rawlings PM1 Gene Woodling lefty mint with Box from 1955.  
Unused with great silver markings, button and tag.  Box is nice with 
only one corner crack in lid…………………………………...…..$325 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

1920’s Edward K. Tryon 1” Web Glove 

Tough to find model.  Full size adult glove made of green suede leather.  Glove has a nice patch and generic black 
button back.  Glove feels really nice on your hand………………………………………………………………..…$250 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                           

                                                                         

1920’s J. Hans Wagner JC Higgins 1666 1” Web Glove 

Nice tall JC Higgins glove  with the signature of Honus Wagner (J. Hans Wagner).  Signature is legible and glove has 
a great patch.  Glove is soft and pliable.  Liner is fairly smooth with some chaffing………………………………..$950 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                            

                                                                                 1900’s A.J. Reach Crescent Glove 

Nice A.J. Reach Crescent glove.  Glove is in overall good condition and is still fairly white in color after all these 
years.  Top of one finger was repaired at some point and still has a small separation.  Feels good on hand………..$950 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                  

1978 Wilson A2831 The Outsider Basemitt 

Near mint, interesting design………….…….………………….$70 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                      

                                                                                 1920’s Jimmy Dykes Spalding Glove 

Spalding Jimmie Dykes pre war 3 finger glove.  Top quality glove that remains in fantastic condition.  Spalding logo at 
heel and strong Jimmie Dykes endorsement.  Inside is nice and smooth.  Missing the red Spalding label but has a nice 
Spalding baseball button……………………………………………………………………………………………...$475 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                  

1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Original Glove 

Stunning Bill Doak fieldesrs glove.  This is a somewhat rare Leacock manufacturer that has three perfect labels.  
Glove leather is soft and supple and in perfect shape – tough to find a better example……………………………..$425 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                         
1910’s A.J. Reach BR Professional 1” Web Glove 

Nice high quality reach BR fielder's glove.  Soft glove with a great patch.  Well-made and smooth liner………….$300 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                     

                                                                                 
1930’s Kiki Cuyler Dubow Glove 

Super nice, large Dubow Kiki Cyler glove.  Nice soft supple leather inside and out.  Strong stamping with awesome 
Dubow button………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$215 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                           

                                                                                 

1950’s Tom Tresh Rawlings RTM66 Glove 

I have never heard of this model number before.  Other than that, this glove is kind of a hot mess.  It’s a little stiff 
and a bunch of the laces are broken.  It would be fun to take this one apart, clean & condition it and then fully relace 
it.  The bones are good.  It has no ink, a nice lining, piping, stampings and tag.  The broken laces are what needs 
addressing.  Are you up for it?....................................................................................................................................$20 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                                

                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                   

1930’s Edd Roush Ken Wel Glove 

Nice Ken Wel Edd Roush glove.  Interesting web design. Block letter endorsement at the heel.  Early Ken Wel label. 
Palm liner is good with lots of wear up in the finger stalls.  Great look……………………………………………..$300 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
1910’s A.J. Reach Asbestos Lined Full Web Glove 

Fantastic vintage glove with a felt liner, great patch and vintage generic button back.  Full web is firmly attached – 
interior of the glove is in great condition…………………………………….………………………………………$425 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                  

                                                                                 1931 Bill Kamm Rawlings G115 Glove 

Rawlings Bill Kamm model G115. Nice tall Model with nice Rawlings 
label and button…………………………………………….………….$235 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

1920’s/30’s Babe Ruth Reach Home Run Special Glove 

 Babe Ruth "Home Run Special" fielder's glove.  The glove is in super condition with the leather soft and supple.  The 
signature stamping "Babe Ruth" is tough to photograph but very visible.  In person it is very easy to see as is the 
"Home Run Special" stamping.  There is a fantastic label and button on the glove.  You will love slipping this glove 
on your hand………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$650  

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                     

1920’s Reach 1” Web Glove 

Glove leather is black with white trim.  Excellent patch and button closure.  Glove feels great on your hand.…….$300 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                

                                                                                 1924-28 Babe Pinelli Ken Wel 550 Glove 

Nice Ken Wel Babe Pinelli glove.  Soft supple leather with nice early Ken Wel label……………………………...$225 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                               

                                                                        

                                                                                 1940’s Chet Laabs Denkert 9-321 ½ Glove 

This is an extremely nice Chet Laabs double signature glove (block & facsimile)  It has a cool model number ending 
in ½.  It’s in fantastic condition with a beautiful white lining against the black piping.  Nice glove that will clean to a 
nr-mt condition……………………………………………………………………………………...…………………$95 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

                                                 

                                                                                   

                                                                                 
c. 1935-36 Pepper Martin Rawlings 400 Glove 

Rawlings model 400 Pepper Martin.  Large glove that is golden brown with nice Rawlings label and button……..$225 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

1900’s-10’s Schmelzer’s Catchers Mitt 

Tough to find Schmelzer’s manufactured catchers mitt.  Full-sized mitt made of suede leather with a great patch and 
buckle strap…………………………………………………………………………………..………………………$275 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                             

                                                                                 
c. 1930-34 Ford/Critz Goldsmith KB Double Play Glove 

Super nice and high quality Goldsmith KB Double Play Horace Ford and Hugh Critz model.  Great glove with nice 
liner and fantastic on hand feel.  There is a small hole on the top of the middle finger.………………….…………$275 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                            

                                                                         
1950’s Red Rolfe Rawlings RR Glove 

Inner lining is perfect, mint patch and ready to play catch like the 50's!!!  Only fault is relaced fingers and web.  Find a 
better one to play catch with!!!....................................................................................................................................$100 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                               

                                                                                 
c. 1937 Leo Durocher Wilson 621 Glove 
 
Nice huge Wilson brand Leo Durocher glove.  Unique lacing patterns on the back of the glove.  Smooth liner feels 
good on hand a very roomy.  Nice quality with good Wilson button in back…..…………………………………….$85 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

 

 

                                                                                 

1940’s Pete Reiser Goldsmith JCL Glove 

VG except for piping wear and writing on strap…………….………….…….……………………………………….$40 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                     

                                                                                 

c. 1939-40 Frank Frisch Spalding 211 Glove 

Spalding model 211 Frankie Frisch.  Nice glove that feel good on hand.  
Strong stampings and great Spalding button. Small imperfection at inside 
heel that has been glued……………………………………..…………...$85 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                           

                                                                                 

1950’s Eddy Fitz Gerald M223 Catchers Mitt 

Great oxblood color youth model.  It retains a ton of silver left in the stampings.  Cool color for contrast in a 
display………………………………………………...……………………………………………………………..$20 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                 1930’s Melvin Ott JC Higgins 1684 Glove 

Nice high quality Melvin Ott glove.  Higgins 1684 model with cool buckleback straps.  Strong endorsement with 
smooth inner lining.  Has 3 initials on thumb.  Nice overall glove………………………………………………...….$80 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
1950’s/60’s Mickey Mantle Rawlings MMP Personal Model Glove 

Rawlings MMP Mickey Mantle.  Dale Shute on thumb, otherwise EX.  Light use……….……………………...…$245 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                      

                                                                                 c. 1937-38 George Selkirk Ken Wel 544 Extra Large Model Glove 
 
Ken Wel George Selkirk model 544 XL.  Big glove that’s very well made.  Shows light wear overall.  Has some oil 
damage to middle of the back strap with a 1/2 tear.  Overall a top quality glove……………………………………$175 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                                          

1920’s Des Moines 1” Web Glove 

Rare manufacturer to find in any condition.  Great soft and supple leather with a nice button closure.  Tough to 
decipher the model number that is stamped on the front of the glove.  Glove has a great feel on your hand…….....$225 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                               

                                                                                 1930’s Hack Wilson Marathon 4230 Glove 

Nice model 4230 Hack Wilson glove.  Cannot make out the manufacturer or last digit of model number.  Wilson is 
easy to read but only the HA in Hack is visible and it’s light.  Nice glove with good on hand feel. ………...…......$375 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                            

                                                                         

1940’s Joe DiMaggio OK Glove 

It has problems, stain on the ring finger, missing the seam protector, and thumb lining is shot, but look at those goofy 
fingers!!  Web is all original but the piping was plastic and long gone, still a very unique glove like DiMaggio…..$175 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                                                   

                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
1910’s Spalding Full Web Glove 

Spalding full web.  Small tear on the strap.  Very good hand feel.  G-VG overall........................................................$80 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                 
1930’s Roy Hughes Ken Wel 542 Glove 

Heavy duty highest quality Ken Wel brand model 542 glove.  Super high end constructed buckleback glove.  Don’t 
think this one ever had a label.  Feels nice on hand.  Since the endorsement is light, I’m only assuming it’s a Roy 
Hughes…..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………$215 
 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                 1930’s/40’s Hal Trotsky Rawlings LT Basemitt 

VG leather in & out, good hand feel………………………………………….……………………………………….$40 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                              

1920’s Jesse Haines J.C. Higgins 1666 Glove 

Nice pre war 3 finger model endorsed by Jesse Haines.  Glove features 
a unique 1” sewn web.  Inside palm is good with the liner up inside the 
fingers torn and worn through.  Not much padding.  Exterior leather is 
really good………………………………………………………….$350 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

         

                             

                                                     

                                                                                 

1910’s/20’s D&M Catchers Mitts 

2 big fat D&M catchers mitts.  Heavy well-made mitts that just need a good clean up……………………………..$235 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                    

                                                                                 
1920’s Howard Ehmke D&M Glove 

Draper and Maynard Howard Ehmke 3 Finger glove.  Nice solid glove with smaller D&M label.  Endorsement on side 
of pinky/heel.  Great look and feels good on hand…………………………………………………………………..$400 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                 

1940’s Chas. Gehringer Goldsmith Model G Glove 

VG leather in & out, nice patina, worn piping, faint writing on strap….…….……………………………………….$40 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                     

                                                                                 

1940’s Rawlings Basemitt 

Really cool design Rawlings basemitt.  Nice tan color with large Rawlings label.  Has a butter smooth on hand feel 
and great display eye appeal.  Buckle strap is broken but complete and hard to tell looking at the glove as it all remains 
in place………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$95 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                             

1920’s Stall & Dean Decker Patent Basemitt 

Stall & Dean buckle back, buckle web Decker Patent 1B mitt.  Very good leather inside and out.  Shows plenty of 
use…………..…………..…………………………………………………………………………………………....$175 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Lee Youth Basemitt 

Thinnest 1B mitt.  No sign of use………..……………………....................................................................................$20 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                         
c. 1927 JC Higgins 1676 Glove 

Nice tall JC Higgins glove model 1676.  The 1676 is unendorsed in one 1927 Sears catalog and endorsed with Grover 
Cleveland Alexander in a different 1927 Sears catalog.  Buttery soft glove with a great patch.  Well-made and smooth 
liner..............................................................................................................................................................................$250 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                          

                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
1940’s Ted Williams Western’s G1335 Glove 

VG exterior, good interior.  “O’Brien” on strap………………………………………………………………………$35 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                      

1950’s Eddie Waitkus Sonnett KMB Basemitt 

VG leather, complex web design……………..…….…….…………………………………………………………....$65 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

1940’s Joe DiMaggio National Glove 

National Joe DiMaggio, unusual finger design.  Glove shows minimal use.  Owner’s name printed on heel and 
strap………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………$225 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
1940’s Victor Fast Pitch Softball Catchers Mitt 

VG leather, piping at index finger is damaged………………………………………………………………………..$25 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                                                                                                                                          

                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

1970-72 Roy Campanella Wilson A2400 Personal Model Catchers Mitt 

Wilson A2400 Roy Campanella, VG condition, relaced, J Moore on back of thumb……………………………...…$55 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

1958 Spalding 1073 E-Z-Flex Glove 

Large glove, EX.  Different take on “Snap Action”………………………………….…….……………………...…$250 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

             

                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                 
1940’s Wilson 615 Glove 

VG leather in & out, light use, web relaced……….………………………….……………………………………….$40 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                       

                                                                                 1940’s Wilson Victoria 145 Modelo Deluce Glove 

Really nice high-quality Wilson 145 Victoria Mexico Modelo De Luce glove.  Killer tan color with chocolate brown 
liner.  Red circle button.  Very large wide glove with great on hand feel and fantastic stamping with crossed bats and 
ball with wings logo………………………………………………………………………………………………….$125 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                 
1940’s Gus Mancuso Wilson Catchers Mitt 

Solid mitt, VG leather, faint writing on thumb……………………………….……………………………………….$45 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                  

1940’s/50’s George A. Reach MMB Snagger Basemitt 

G-VG leather, odd design feature…………………………………………………………….…….………………….$35 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                 

1931-33 Jess Petty Ken Wel 541 Glove 

Great looking light-colored Ken Wel 541 Jess Petty glove.  Great label and button on wrist strap.  Feels nice on hand.  
Light stamping on heel……………………………………………………………………………………………….$285 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                    

1940’s Reach Canada Glove 

G-VG leather in & out, airplane button…………….…….…………………………………………………………....$30 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

1940’s Nokona BM95 The Latch Basemitt 

Ambidextrous, well-used, somewhat stiff..…….…….………………………………………………………………..$40 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                 

1930’s Dick Bartell Sun Sporting Goods 36 Glove 

Very nice Suns Sporting Goods Dick Bartell buckleback baseball glove.  Soft and supple inside and out.  Feels 
fantastic on hand.  Great logo at heel of rare sporting goods company……………………………………………...$200 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

1930’s/40’s Jimmie Foxx Spalding Basemitt 

Good leather in & out, vinyl flaking off piping…….……………………………………………………………….....$75 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              1980’s Ted Simmons Rawlings RCM80LT Cantilever Model Catchers Mitt 

Rawlings RCM80LT, Cantilever Model, Ted Simmons, VG, odd design……………………………………………$40 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                               

                                                                                             

                                                                                 c. 1920’s-30’s Geo Sisler Rawlings Basemitt 

Nice Rawlings correct hand lefty George Sisler basemitt.  Outstanding condition inside and out with butter soft on 
hand feel.  Nice Rawlings label and strong endorsement……………………………………………………………$250 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                       

1940’s Bill Doak Rawlings Model H Glove 

Split finger, double labeled, nice shape but in need of cleaning.  The white stuff you see in palm is just old 
conditioner.  Brushes out.  Strong markings, all original.  Palm is rough but no cracks.  Some loose stitching but still 
solid.  Labels are worn but there.  Great example of pivotal glove evolution………………………….…...……..….$65 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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OTHER COOL STUFF 
SECTION 

 

 



 

 

    

                            

                                                                                            

                                                                         Aaron Judge Tribute Ball 

Tribute ball to Aaron Judge's chase of 61 with a tribute to Ruth's 60 and Maris's 61, handsewn by the Glovester in east 
Tennessee from linings of worn out gloves like civil war soldiers did over 150 years ago…………………………$125 

 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                     

      

Hank Gowdy 35 ½” Decal Bat 

Bat was cracked and professionally repaired.  The decal is 85-90% present.  All bat markings are very strong.  Tough 
to find any player model decal bats in nice shape…………………………………………………………………....$600 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                  

               

Diamond Manufacturing Co. 33” Bingler Decal Bat 

The decal is approximately 75% present.  The bat is not cracked and the stampings are deep and clear…………...$275 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                  

               

Edward K. Tryon World’s Championship 32” Decal Bat 

Great stampings of a very rare model (I’ve not seen another).  Decal is 95% present.  Bat is uncracked and was 
professionally refinished.  Great looking decal bat…………………………………………………………………..$400 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                    

        

                                                                                                                                  

               

A.J. Reach Burley Decal Bat 
 
The bat is 32 1/2 “ long and is in excellent condition (no chips or cracks).  The decal is ~90% present – the 
only defect to the decal is in the area of the batter’s head…………………………………………………$400 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                             

               

Glove Displays 

Three glove displays made of red oak and finished with two coats of polyurethane.  The base of the displays are 
covered with felt.  Price will be discounted for orders over five displays…………………………………………….$38 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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